






As soon as you are finished setting your post, recheck your post to be sure it is level.
Make the necessary adjustments on the braces and let your post sit for 1 day.

Insert the short part of the “L” hinge into the 
hinge barrels on the posts. Line up the long end 
of the “L” hinge on the frame of the gate. Mark 
where your hinge hole will be drilled in the gate 
frame. The bottom hinge barrel is upside down 
so the hinge must be held on.

Identify the correct hinge mounting side of frame. 
The diagonal support must run from the top of 
hinged side to bottom of non-hinged side.

After the post is completely set and the concrete 
has dried it is time to set up your gate. Line your 
gate up to the post and set it at the height you 
would like the gate to hang. Use a scrap of wood 
to support and hold the gate at the correct 
height. Run a level along the cross member of 
your gate and be sure it is level.
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Add Wood or Vinyl

There is no specific way that is necessary for adding wood or vinyl suggestions.

Common Methods to Attach Planks:
- Lay the planks across the flat front of the frame. Use sheet metal screws to attached the planks to the 
frame.

- Lay planks across the frame of the gate. Using an appropriately sized drill bit for the diameter carriage 
bolts, you will drill a hole through the plank and the frame. Attach the plank to the frame with the head of 
the carriage bolt on the outside face of the gate and the nut on the back of the frame.

WARNING: If automating the gate, a solid face of planks (privacy style) may cause unintentional 
obstructions or damage to the automation equipment due to wind resistance.
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Below is an example from one of our customers.

Single gate shown*


